Behavioral alterations induced by repeated testing in C57BL/6J and 129S2/Sv mice: implications for phenotyping screens.
The C57BL/6JOlaHsd and 129S2/SvHsd mice were tested in a battery designed for behavioral phenotyping of genetically modified mice. The study was performed in order to reveal the effect of training history on the behavior by comparison with the experimentally naive mice in the same tests. Significant strain differences were obtained in all experiments. Previous handling and testing reduced exploratory activity and emotionality significantly in the mice. The coordination ability was better and nociceptive sensitivity was increased in the trained mice. The contextual fear was reduced whereas the cued fear was enhanced in the experienced mice. The training history did not alter initial learning in the water maze. However, after reversal learning the naive mice displayed significant preference for both old and new platform locations, whereas the battery animals did not exhibit preference to the old location. The experienced mice appeared to be less active in the forced swimming test and exhibited decreased conditioned taste aversion. The influence of test history was strain-dependent in certain cases. Therefore, the experience has substantial consequences on the behavior, mainly by reducing exploratory activity, and the previous experience of the animals has always to be considered in the analysis of genetically modified mice.